City planning is a relatively new profession in the United States. It emerged approximately seventy years ago as a synthesis of several disciplines, chiefly architecture, landscape architecture, law, and civil engineering. It has also incorporated elements of various social reform movements. The cross-disciplinary roots of city planning, as well as the extensive literature related to the field, call for the researcher to be aware of the many reference sources that can serve as crucial access points for effective and efficient research.
that enhance their reference value.
The Public Works Historical Society has recently issued an interesting bibliography titled Public Works History in the United States; A Guide to the Literature. Editor Suellen Hoy defines public works as "the basic infrastructure of modern civilization including physical structures and facilities" (1982, p. vii) . The book contains chapters on planning administration, engineering, roads, streets, highways, public buildings, parks and recreation, urban mass transit, and energy.
The Planning History Group, founded in England in 1977, has also contributed greatly to the development of historical research. In particular, members Gordon Cherry and Anthony Sutcliffe have published some excellent work. Most notable as a reference source is Sutcliffe's The History of Urban and Regional Planning; An Annotated Bibliography (1981) . International in scope, its coverage of the United States is noteworthy. Sutcliffe also includes sections on individual planners and cities. The importance of this book is further enhanced by its clear organization and detailed indexing.
Publications by Professional Planning Organizations
The profession of city planning is very fortunate in that its major organizations have recognized the value of keeping good records; publishing journals, reports, and books in the field; and providing access to these publications through indexing There are two cumulative topical indexes to this periodical. The first covers the first twenty-three volumes published from 1925 through 1958. The more recent covers volumes 24 through 44 (1958-83) . 7 The latter indexes articles by author, title, and subject in one alphabetical listing. In addition, all books reviewed and all book notes in the Journal are listed alphabetically. Author, editor, and reviewer names are listed separately. There are also indexes for correspondence, plan reviews, and editorials. These features provide a very thorough and efficient means of retrieving information published in the profession's premier publication over the last fifty years.
The APA has several other continuing series worth mentioning. Its Planning Advisory Service (PAS) issues two publications. PAS Reports is published eight to ten times a year. Each report covers in depth a single topic of interest to planners. A cumulated index with both chronological and subject access is available for report numbers 1971 -1975 , and its continuation, Practicing Planner, issued from 1976 . A cumulative index for both titles appears in the last issue of Practicing Planner (June 1979) .
One of the early publications begun by ASPO and being continued by the APA started out with the title ASPO Newsletter in 1934, the year ASPO was founded. In 1972 it became ASPO Planning Magazine. After ASPO and the APA merged, the publication was given its current name, Planning. Indexing for this title was sporadic until recently, when a ten year index was issued separately for [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] ASPO National Planning Conferences, 1960 -1971 . After 1971, publication of the proceedings was suspended. The APA resumed publication in 1981 for one year but at present has no plans to continue.
The Council of Planning Librarians (CPL) has also made a significant contribution to the bibliographies of planning literature. Founded in 1958, this organization has promoted bibliographic inquiry through publication of bibliographies on a broad range of subjects of interest to planners and students of planning. The CPL Exchange Bibliographies series was begun in 1958 by Holway R. Jones, mentioned earlier, then a librarian at the University of California at Berkeley. Jones edited the first thirty-two numbers from 1958 to 1965 and then turned over the editorship to Mary Vance. From 1967 to 1978 she issued a flurry of topical bibliographies (somewhat uneven in quality) in the fields of planning, landscape architecture, urban design, public administration, and architecture from a wide variety of contributors. This first series closed in 1978 when, after eleven years and 1,565 bibliographies, CPL and Vance agreed to part company. During this period Vance had issued indexes at regular intervals-one covering numbers 1-715, another for numbers 716-1193, and the last for numbers 1194-1563. She used the key-word-in-context method for these indexes. A geographic index, compiled by James Starbuck, was also published in nine cumulations from 1958 to 1977, giving geographical access to each applicable entry in all of the over fifteen hundred bibliographies.
In 1978 both Vance and the CPL launched new publishing ventures reminiscent of their earlier collaboration. The Vance Bibliographies look very much like Vance's earlier series but the subject emphasis has shifted. One series of the bibliographies focuses on architecture and now numbers approximately fifteen hundred titles, the other focuses on public administration and has approximately two thousand titles. The format of the indexes to these publications has also changed from the original series' key-word-in-context indexing to grouping by title under selected subject terms. Although Vance no longer emphasizes planning, both series still contain many titles useful to planners.
The Council of Planning Librarians has published CPL Bibliographies since 1979, and to date the series containes approximately 160 titles. The bibliographies are topical, consistent in quality, and often provide the researcher with annotations and abstracts. Mary Ravenhall, currently a librarian at the University of Illinois, has prepared a cumulative index for the first 150 titles called An Annotated Bibliography and Index Covering CPL Bibliographies 1-150, January 1979 -March 1985 . The index is very helpful in evaluating the usefulness of particular titles in the series. The first three numbers of the CPL Bibliographies were devoted to an author, title, and subject index cumulation for the earlier Exchange Bibliographies. Jane Colothakis, compiler of the indexes, used two hundred broad subject terms to group the titles in the earlier series. Though a single cumulation by subject allows for faster searches, researchers still benefit from retaining Vance's earlier key-word-in-context indexing, because it offers more points of access that enhance the likelihood of retrieving appropriate material.
The Urban Land Institute (ULI) has also contributed to the planning information field. Founded in 1936, ULI focuses on the larger developer in an attempt to improve the quality and standards of land use and development. ULI's active publications program provides valuable information in several different series. The longest running title is Urban Land, published continuously since 1941. Monthly issues often focus on a theme in land development such as mixed-use, infill, or recreation. Some subject index cumulations are available for Urban Land, one covering 1965 -1969 and another in the December 1980 issue covering 1970 -1980 . Environmental Comment, another good source of information, was published monthly by ULI from 1973 to 1981. Individual issues were organized around such topics as resource recovery, urban waterfronts, and earth-sheltered development. Either an annual or biennial index was included in most of the December issues.
The Project Reference File (PRF) has been published quarterly by ULI since 1971. PRF capsulizes data on individual development projects in such categories as attached residential, detached residential, commercial, and industrial. These project types are carried over in the annual subject index along with an index by special feature such as adaptive reuse, mixed-use, resort, retail, office condominiums, and PUDs. A geographic index gives access to projects by city and state.
ULI began the Community Builders Handbook series in 1947 with a single volume covering residential and shopping center development. Several revisions later it has become a six volume set outlining development not only of residences and shopping centers but also of offices, industry, downtowns, hotels/motels, and recreation areas.
Development Review and Outlook, published annually by ULI, was initiated in 1983 to provide an overview of various development categories such as offices, residences, and shopping centers in specific development markets and metropolitan areas. Unfortunately, this title was discontinued in 1986. Concluding ULI's list of series titles is Land Use Digest, issued monthly since 1968. It abstracts important land-use and development information appearing in other publications.
SPECIAL RESEARCH TOOLS

Catalogs of Library Collections
When researching topics in city planning, other important sources of information are the library collections available at federal agencies and major schools of planning. The three easiest collections to access are those with printed catalogs. These catalogs are multivolume sets of books that reproduce a library's card catalog. The G. K. Hall Publishing Company is responsible for making all three library catalogs discussed below available in printed form.
The Dictionary Catalog of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Library and Information Division (1972) covers the original housing library founded in 1934, as well as the collections of the subsequent agencies which culminated in the creation of HUD in 1967. These include the Federal Housing Administration, 1934-37, the Public Housing Administration, 1937 -1949 , and the Housing and Home Finance Agency, 1949 -1966 , in addition to the HUD collection. Subject strengths besides housing include community development, urban planning, sociology, architecture, and land use. The initial eighteen volume set covers not only a wide range of books on these subjects but also pamphlets, slides, films, microfiche, and local, state, and federal documents. There is also a complete index of more than twenty thousand comprehensive planning reports generated by Section 701 of the Federal Housing Act of 1954. These reports are indexed geographically and by key word in context. Supplements to the Dictionary Catalog appeared in 1974 (two volumes covering 4,500 books and 4,500 planning reports) and in 1975 (two volumes covering another 4,500 books and 5,500 planning reports).
Although the HUD Library's bibliographic role has been cut back in recent years because of budget constraints, one of its earlier publications deserves mention. Housing and Planning References was first published in 1948 and was issued bimonthly until 1984. Compiled by the library staff, it arranged all the new literature on housing and planning that the library received under preselected subject headings. The entries were frequently annotated and indexes allowed for access by geographic area, author, and key word in context for the 701 Comprehensive Planning Reports listed in each issue. Lack of a cumulative index limits it usefulness, but a great wealth of information can be extracted by those patient enough to wade through each issue by topic.
G. K. Hall has also produced catalogs for two university library collections that reflect both breadth and depth in city planning and related fields. First and foremost is The Dictionary Catalog of the Library of the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University. Since Harvard's program in city planning is the oldest in the nation, its library is particularly comprehensive in areas such as urban design, city and regional planning, state and national planning, housing, zoning, and urban renewal. Its Dictionary Catalog was published in forty-four volumes in 1968. A two volume supplement was produced in 1970, followed by a second supplement of five volumes in 1975. The most recent supplement was issued in three volumes in 1979.
The other collection important to researchers in city planning is in the Avery Architectural Library at Columbia University. Although its primary focus is architecture, The Catalog of the Avery Memorial Architectural Library provides excellent coverage of the roots of the planning profession in the United States as well as of literature on the sociological aspects of urban design and more contemporary material on urban renewal. The first published catalog of the collection appeared in 1895, while the first modern edition was produced in 1958 in six volumes. The nineteen-volume second edition of the Catalog was published in 1968. 
Indexes and Abstracts
Reference sources discussed thus far are devoted primarily to information published in book form. But there are many sources that index and abstract periodicals, documents, and reports in the field of city planning. One of the oldest is Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin (PAIS) which began in 1915. The Bulletin is issued biweekly with quarterly and annual cumulations. It offers interdisciplinary coverage of many aspects of public issues and social, economic, and political policy. In addition to scanning over a thousand periodicals, it covers to a lesser degree books, reports, and federal, state, and local documents related to the social sciences. An author index is provided in each annual volume.
Another important publication, launched in 1972, is Index to Current Urban Documents, issued quarterly with annual cumulations by Greenwood Press. The Index lists local government documents for 286 of the largest cities and counties in the United States. Entries are arranged by geographic location, and there is an excellent subject index. Unfortunately, Greenwood depends on the cooperation of public entities in these cities and counties to send in reports to be indexed, resulting in sometimes uneven coverage. However, it is generally an important and unique resource which is well organized and easy to use. The Index also provides access to Greenwood's Urban Documents Microfiche Collection which makes copies of all these documents available on a subscription basis at a cost of approximately $7,000 a year.
Greenwood publishes a companion to the Index titled Periodical Literature on United States Cities: A Bibliography and Subject Guide. The first volume, by Barbara Shearer, was issued in 1983 and covered approximately 170 cities with a population of one hundred thousand or more. Articles for the period 1970-1981 are grouped for each city under the topics of architecture, education, media, environment, government, housing and urban development, social and economic conditions, and transportation. The preface promises supplements which would be most welcome, as this work fills the need for a single reference source for access to current information about our cities.
A good publication for abstracts of information pertinent to city planning is Sage Urban Studies Abstracts, which began as a quarterly in 1973. Approximately one thousand books, articles, pamphlets, government documents, dissertations, and research reports are abstracted annually. The emphasis is on scholarly journals and books in urban studies and related social sciences. Entries are arranged in broad subject classes such as urbanism and urbanization, housing, community development and new towns, urban planning and land use, environment and energy, transportation, crime, industry, and urban theory. Because of the breadth of material covered and the use of relatively long abstracts, there is no attempt to be comprehensive. However, the research staff seeks to select the most important new literature. There are annual author and subject indexes but no cumulations, which makes access more difficult. Sage Publications, an offshoot of the Russell Sage Foundation, also publishes Urban Affairs Quarterly, Urban Affairs Annual Reviews, Environment and Behavior, and the Journal of Urban History.
A British publication, international in scope, worth mentioning is GEO Abstracts Part F: Regional and Community Planning. It has been issued bimonthly since 1966. Arrangement is topical, highlighted by such subjects as planning theory and research, statistical techniques, regional and economic planning, architecture and aesthetics, environmental planning, and third world development. The abstracts are shorter than Sage's, with about twenty-four hundred a year for books, articles, and reports. Some 550 journals published worldwide are scanned, and the concentration is on theory and practice. Annual indexes are published, and one cumulative index for 1972-76 is available.
The National League of Cities provides perhaps the most timely abstracting source in the weekly Urban Affairs Abstracts begun in 1971. Geared toward practitioners and public agencies rather than academics, each issue scans approximately eight hundred journals dealing primarily with U.S. social, political, economic, technological, and environmental issues. Citations are grouped under some fifty broad subject headings. The abstracts, although not extensive, are very helpful in judging the usefulness of a reference. Since Urban Affairs Abstracts is a weekly publication, its semiannual and annual cumulations and annual authors index are valuable aids to gaining access to its contents.
Even though not published in the United States, Ekistic Index is a useful guide to literature on city planning in this country. Begun in 1968, it is published by the Athens Technological Organization. "Ekistics" is a Greek word coined by Constantine Doxiadis, creator of the Index, to mean the science of human settlements. One hundred fifty U.S. and European journals in the fields of ecology, urban studies, population, architecture, and economics are covered in the Index. Despite some idiosyncracies, the subject coverage of this index is noteworthy and not readily available from other sources.
A recent development in bibliographic surveys of new material in the field is the publication of the Journal of Planning Literature. This journal, published quarterly by the Ohio State University Press, began in the winter of 1986. It offers comprehensive information in the form of review articles and a classified list of recent books and articles, many of which are abstracted.
Indexes and abstracts with a narrower focus or one tangential to planning are also useful. HRIS (Highway Research and Information System) Abstracts has been published by the Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Science since 1968. Literature abstracted covers all aspects of transportation, traffic, roads, and streets. The abstracts summarize research projects and published work including technical papers, proceedings, and journal articles. This information can be accessed by computer through an on-line database which provides up-to-date information. The printed version, intended to be quarterly, is less effective for current research since it lags about a year in publication.
A title promising to become a valuable reference in the area of land development and planning is Real Estate Periodicals Index, which began in 1981. It indexes approximately thirtyfive real estate and planning journals with entries categorized under four hundred different topical headings. The publisher, John A. Munro Associates of New York City, intended to issue this index quarterly, but so far only annuals have appeared.
References to city planning information continue to appear in the indexes of the disciplines in which city planning is rooted. For instance, Bruce K. Ferguson has compiled the cumulative Index to Landscape Architecture Magazine, 1910 Magazine, -1982 . This resource is most useful for historical research, but many current topics of cross-disciplinary interest are also included. Another excellent reference is Art Index, one of the family of H. W. Wilson indexes (e.g., Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, Business Periodicals Index, and Applied Science and Technology Index). It dates back to 1929 and covers two hundred periodicals not only in art and architecture but also in planning and urban design. Finally, in the area of architecture, the Avery Library at Columbia University compiles the Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. Besides the subject of architecture, its thorough indexing of approximately 750 journals worldwide also covers the design aspects of urban planning as well as many other relevant topics. The second edition of the initial fifteen volume set was published in 1972. Indexing is inclusive from 1934 to 1972 with many of the more important titles indexed back to their first volumes in the late 1800s and early 1900s. There have been four supplements since 1973 with the most recent, 1979-82, issued in 1985. While it is definitely not the most current title, when combined with its companion publication, Avery Obituary Index of Architects (2nd edition, 1980) , the depth of information on cities, city planning, and city planners is invaluable.
On-Line Databases
An important development in searching some of the periodical indexes listed above is the availability of on-line computer access. This type of access has several advantages. Terms can be linked through Boolean logic. A greater number of years can be covered in one search, and references are more timely. 
Dictionaries and Encyclopedias
Researchers in city planning often need to refer to encyclopedias or dictionaries for background on particular planning subjects or definitions of planning terms. There are only a few works of this sort specific to planning. The most comprehensive in a historical sense is Arnold Whittick's Encyclopedia of Urban Planning. International in scope, it was published in 1974. The list of distinguished contributors, who have written on all aspects of planning, is impressive. Another notable feature is that the systems of planning legislation and administration in the forty-eight countries where they exist are profiled from their inception to modern times. Excellent illustrative material including maps, plans, and photographs accompany many entries. Whittick also profiles individual planners who "have contributed something unique, original or distinctive to the art and science of urban planning" (p. xix). He uses an essay format and includes only those who were active prior to 1950. Most entries are signed by their contributors and have bibliographies that make them extremely helpful in locating follow-up information. Definitions of many planning terms are also included.
The more concise Encyclopedia of Planning, compiled by Graham Ashworth, was published in 1973. Less comprehensive than Whittick, this volume defines planning terms and gives brief historical perspectives on some of the more important people and events in the profession. It also provides references for further reading.
Marilyn Spigel Schultz and Vivian Loeb Kasan have collaborated on a more recent work with a decidedly American orientation, the Encyclopedia of Community Planning and Environmental Management (1984) . Short entries define terms in land-use regulation, community facility planning, economic development, transportation planning, urban design, housing, social planning, historic preservation, energy conservation, air pollution, solid waste management, and flood control. There are also descriptive entries for important planning legislation and articles describing federal agencies in the field. Some illustrations are included, but they are not as prolific as Whittick's. There are two dictionaries with a somewhat narrower focus on development. One is the Illustrated Book of Development Definitions by Harvey S. Moskowitz, published in 1981 by the Center for Urban Policy Research at Rutgers. The definitions are designed to be used in the appropriate ordinances with little or no change. Each term is accompanied by icons that quickly identify it as applicable to the broad categories of zoning, subdivision, site planning, and environment. Robert J. Dumouchel's Dictionary of Development Terminology: The Technical Language of Builders, Lenders, Architects and Planners (1975) , though older, is still valuable because it deals more broadly with housing and urban renewal than the Moskowitz book.
Two dictionary format references on the city are worth noting. One was compiled by Charles Abrams, who, during his academic career at Columbia University, collected material for his Language of Cities; A Glossary of Terms Dealing with Housing, City Planning and Associated Disciplines. It was published posthumously in 1971, and even though much has happened in the field in the past fifteen years, Abrams's definitions are classics and still useful for his insights.
The City, a Dictionary of Quotable Thought on Cities and Urban Life was compiled by James Clapp in 1984. It is a subjective but fascinating collection of verses, quotes, lyrics, proverbs, and scriptures, all with themes relating to cities. Some of the references are taken from standard sources like Bartletfs Familiar Quotations and the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations, but most were collected by Clapp through research he conducted over a period of years first as a student and later as a faculty member. The book is arranged by the names of persons quoted, and there are indexes for the subjects and the cities covered. The book is an excellent source of epigrammatic material for articles and speeches.
SPECIAL TOPIC AREAS
Cities
Finding infomation on cities is often challenging. Two good sources, mentioned earlier, are Index to Current Urban Documents and Periodical Literature on United States Cities. Sutcliffe's History of Urban and Regional Planning also has a section devoted to historical planning references for major cities worldwide. Neil Shumsky, a professor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, has compiled a bibliography titled Urban America; A Historical Bibliography listing all of the material in the index, America: History and Life, volumes 11 to 17 (1974-80) , related to urban areas. This involves four thousand abstracts of articles and books.
For general background on the urban phenomenon there are two useful titles. One is Dwight Hoover's bibliography, Cities (1976) . There are approximately one thousand annotated entries covering both print and nonprint media organized under topics such as housing, transportation, ethnic groups, urban planning, architecture, urban history, government, and economics. Author and title indexes are also included. Although published earlier, Charles Bryfogle's The City in Print; A Bibliography (1973) is more comprehensive including almost twice as many annotated references for print and audio-visual items than Hoover. Bryfogle also gives a number rating from one to four for each title to indicate its appropriateness.
Bibliographic studies have been published for some major U.S. cities. Metropolis (1973) .
A good source for information on land development in major U.S. cities is the meeting brochure published by ULI for the locations of their semiannual meetings. To date these separately produced publications have profiled approximately twenty cities giving extensive information on both commercial and residential development projects.
Housing
Reference works are also available for the popular research topic of housing. Many of the works cited earlier have sections devoted to certain aspects of housing, but separately published, all-inclusive bibliographies are not plentiful or current. The most recent is by John Rouse, Urban Housing, Public and Private; A Guide to Information Sources (1978) in the Gale Research Urban Studies Information Guide Series mentioned earlier. Virginia Paulus earlier compiled a work which is especially thorough for the decade of the 1960s titled Housing: A Bibliography, 1960 A Bibliography, -1972 A Bibliography, (1974 . Paulus refers to an even earlier publication by William Wheaton, Housing, Renewal and Development Bibliography, published in 1968, which 
Historic Preservation
Historic preservation has been a subject of increased interest in the past decade. It has had a significant impact on urban design and planning, as the Tax Reform Act of 1976 has made renovating and reusing existing buildings economically more attractive. Preservation Press has also put together several organizational listings useful to the researcher who needs to contact preservation groups. Two of these are Directory of Private, Nonprofit Preservation Organizations: State & Local Levels (1980) 
CONCLUSIONS
The current state of reference sources in the field of city planning evidences some positive developments and gives rise to some cause for concern. It is gratifying to see planning history get more bibliographic attention. The formation of the Planning History Group in Great Britain and the more recent founding of the American City Planning History Society at the first National Conference held on the subject in Columbus, Ohio, March 1986, should enhance efforts to bring even more attention to control of the literature in this area.
The expanding availability of computerized databases brings the hope that in the near future electronic bibliographic control will provide researchers in city planning with faster and more thorough access to information. The resumption of the Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals and the commitment to keep it on a regular schedule along with the introduction of the Journal of Planning Literature will add increased timeliness as well as greater coverage for the discipline.
Funding-or rather, lack of it-is the major cause for concern for the future of publications in this field. Many of the comprehensive bibliographies mentioned in this article are now fifteen or more years old and in need of updating. It is increasingly difficult to finance such publications because they do not generate a sufficient audience to make them commercially viable without charging an astronomical price for them. This leaves nonprofit groups' publishing programs especially vulnerable. Many groups also have not been able to publish new editions of handbooks or directories in the past six to ten years. This has also contributed to the current uncertainty about continuation of the Council of Planning Librarians publishing programs. (Although, at this writing, it appears that the American Planning Association will assume management of the CPL Bibliographies series.) Loss of federal money for research efforts from the Department of Housing and Urban Development level down to the individual investigator threatens to decrease opportunities for publishing quality comprehensive reference sources. Creative solutions to these financial concerns will have to be found to allow development of reference material for the next generation of researchers.
NOTES
